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ABSTRACT 
In Drosophila, the availability of polytene chromosome maps and of sets of probes covering most 

regions of the chromosomes allows a direct comparison of the organization of the  genome in  different 
species. In this work, we report  the localization, in Drosophila virilis, D. montana, and D. novamexicana, of 
>lo0 bacteriophage P1 clones containing -65 kilobase inserts of genomic DNA from D. virilis. Each 
clone hybridizes with a single euchromatic site in either  chromosome 1 or  chromosome 3 in D. virilis. 
From these data,  it is possible to estimate the minimum number of inversions required to transform 
the  map positions of the  probes in one species into  the  map positions of the same probes  in  a  related 
species. The  data indicate that, in the D. virilis species group,  the X chromosome has up to four times 
the  number of inversions as are observed in  chromosome 3. The first photographic polytene chromosome 
maps for D. montana and D. novamexicana are also presented. 

S TUDIES of chromosome evolution in the Drosophila 
virilis group were pioneered  more  than 40 years 

ago by PATTERSON and STONE (1952) and STONE et al. 
(1960). Although these authors were able to trace the 
evolution of  many autosomal inversions between several 
species of this group, only in a few  very  closely related 
species were  they able to trace the evolution of the  X 
chromosome. The problem, as they described it, was in 
the large number of  X-chromosomal  inversions.  More- 
over, they suggested that, “because the complexities of 
these inversions have so far defied analysis, we can only 
estimate that  there  are  perhaps 20 to 30 additional in- 
versions  fixed in these Xchromosomes.” One possible 
interpretation of the  apparent high rate of Xrearrange- 
ment is that  the  Xchromosome in  this group may have 
a  greater rate of fixation of rearrangements  than does 
the majority  of the autosomes. An inequality is expected 
under several different scenarios. For instance, faster 
rates of fixation of rearrangements on the  Xchromo- 
some are  expected when the  predominant  mode of 
selection is against structural heterozygotes because of 
improper meiotic disjunction (CHARLESWORTH et al. 
1987). 

There is also the possibility that X-chromosomal rear- 
rangements  are  formed  at  a  greater  rate  than autosomal 
rearrangements. PARDUE et al. (1987) have demon- 
strated  that sites rich in (dCdA) * (dGdT) are  distrib 
uted over most euchromatic regions but that, in some 
species, including D. virilis, the density of sites along 
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the  Xchromosome is significantly greater  than  the den- 
sity  of sites along  the autosomes. All autosomes show 
approximately equal levels of hybridization with a  probe 
for this sequence, except the “dot” chromosome, 
which  has no detectable hybridization sites. If repetitive 
DNA plays an  important role in the creation of  inver- 
sions, then  a  higher rate of occurrence of  inversions 
might be expected for the  Xchromosome  than  for  the 
autosomes. 

Despite of the theoretical rationale for expecting a 
greater evolutionary rate of  X-chromosomal rearrange- 
ments, there  are few experimental studies of compara- 
tive rates of rearrangement.  To test the hypothesis, and 
also to identify other  patterns of chromosome evolu- 
tion, we have examined three species in the D. virilis 
group, namely, D. virilis, D. novamexicana, and D. mon- 
tuna. Based on the molecular phylogeny of the alcohol 
dehydrogenase gene, it appears that D. virilis and D. nova- 
mexicana last shared  a common ancestor -3.8 mya (D. 
NURMINSKY, personal communication); D. virilzs and D. 
montana last shared  a  common ancestor -9.0  mya 
(NURMINSKY et al. 1996). 

The availability  of a D. virilis framework  physical map 
(VIEIRA et al. 1997) enables a detailed comparison of 
the physical maps of related species. From the frame- 
work P1 map, we chose 102 probes that hybridize at  a 
single euchromatic location with either chromosome 1 
or chromosome 3 of D. virilis. These probes were  local- 
ized  in D. novamexicana and D. montana species by in situ 
hybridization with their polytene chromosomes. Under 
the assumption that  the  arrangement of genes along  a 
chromosome changes solely by the fixation of  inver- 
sions, we used a computer algorithm to estimate the 
most parsimonious scenario for generating  the o b  
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FKVRI I.-Photographic  polytene chromosome  map of D. novnmpxicnnn. This species has six acrocentric  chromosomes  that 

correspond to polytene chromosome  arms 1-6 (STOSE P/ nl. 1960). The  chromosome  arms were divided into  the  same  number 
of divisions antl subdivisions as in the D. u i r i / i s  photographic polytene chromosome  map of GVRF.SKO and E\'GI:.N'E\' (1984). 

served configurations (RAFSA and PEYZSER 1995a,b; 
HANNESHI\I.I.I and PE\YNER 1995; HANNENHALL.I Pt al. 
199.5). The result is that  the  number of rearrangements 
in the X chromosome  appears to be  at least fourfold 
greater  than  the  number in chromosome 3. This  con- 
clusion is supported by comparisons of D. vin'lis with D. 
montmn, D. vinIis with D. novnmpxicnnn, and D. montnnn 
with D. novnmpxirnnn. 

MATERIALS  AND METHODS 

Strains: The following wild-type strains were  used: D. 7) ir i / is  
strain R 9  (LOZOVSIGWYA P/ a/. 1990), D. monlnnn (15010- 
1021.23), and I) .  novnm~xicnnct (15010-1031.0). The  latter two 
strains wcre obtained  from  the  The National  Drosophila Re- 
source Species Center. 

Photographic polytene chromosome maps: Maps of D. mon- 
/nnn antl I). novnnrrxicnnn were prepared as follow.  The wild- 
type stock was grown at  room  temperature or at 18". Third 
instar Ianxl salivary glands were  isolated by standard  proce- 
dures  antl  stained with aceto-orcein.  Pictures of well-spread 
regions of chromosomes were captured with a camera COLI- 

pled with the  microscope, using  a X40 objective. Each chro- 

mosome  map was constructed  from carefrrlly selected frag- 
ments of diff'erent chromosomes  (from  different l ame)  con- 
sidered representative of the handing  pattern. 

In situ hybridization: This  technique was performed as de- 
scribed in \'IF.IL\ P/ ( I / .  (1997). 

RESULTS 

The polytene chromosome  maps  presented  here  for 
D. montnnn and D. novnmpxirnnn (Figures 1 and 2) are 
the first photographic  chromosome  maps of these spe- 
cies. For  ease of comparison  between  species,  the  chro- 
mosome  arms of D. novnmpxicnnn and D. montnnn are 
divided into  the  same  number of divisions and subdivi- 
sions as in the  photographic polytene  chromosome 
map of D. vin'lis prepared by GURENKO and E\'GES'EV 
(1984). 

As expected, given the  strong  tendency toward con- 
servation of chromosome  arms in Drosophila, all the 
P1 probes  that  map  to  the  Xchromosome or  to chromo- 
some 3 of D. vin'li.~ were found to hybridize with the 
homologous  chromosome arms of D. novnwwxictrnn and 
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3 4 I (x) 
FIGURE 2.-Photographic  polvtene chromosome map of D. montnnn. This  species has  five acrocentric chromosomes and one 

submetacentric chromosome (chromosome 2 corresponds to  polytene chromosome arms 2L and 2R) .  Chromosome I (the X) 
corresponds to polytene chromosome arm 1 (the X )  and chromosomes 3-6 to polytene chromosome arms 3-6 (STONE d a/. 
1960). The chromosome arms were  divided in the same number of divisions and subdivisions as in the D. uin'lis photographic 
polytene chromosome map of GURENKO and EVGEN'EV (1984). 

5 6 

I) .  montnno (APPENDIX). Most of the  markers  used  are 
anonymous  fragments of D. virilis genomic DNA. How- 
ever, a number of the P1 clones  contain  known  genes 
(LOZOVSKAYA et 01. 1993), namely, P1 clone v10-34, 
which contains y e / h ~  (9); v20-36 with suly*resor of sable 
( s u ( s ) ) ;  v29-61, with singed ( s n ) ;  vSS-95, with no recqtw 
potential A (noqhA); v26-79, with ruhite ( w ) ;  v40-74, with 
the hmt shoclz protein 82 gene (Hsi>82); and v36-27, with 
the saliva? gland secretion, protein 3 gene (Sgs3). The in 
situ hybridization  of  these  probes with D. n,ovamexicana 
and D. montona thereby localizes these  genes in the 
genomes of these species. 

Figures 3A and 4A show the sites  of  hybridization  of 
all P1 probes with chromosome X and 3, respectively, 
of D. montnnn, D. virilis, and D. novnmxicann. The  chro- 
mosome 3 homologues in D. virilis and D. novamexicana 
appear  to  be  homosequential  along  much  of  their 

length.  There is, however, one large and easily detected 
inversion. More  rearrangements  can  be  found  when 
the  chromosome 3 homologues  of D. virilis and D. mon- 
tuna are  compared, as expected  because of the  longer 
divergence  time.  In  case  of the X chromosome, al- 
though  there is again less rearrangement  detected in 
the  comparison of D. virilis with D. novamexicann than 
in  the  comparison  of D. montana with D. virilis, overall 
there is considerably more  rearrangement of  markers 
in  the  Xchromosome  than in chromosome 3. 

A computer  program  of BAFNA and PEVZNER (1995a), 
as refined by BAFNA and PEVZNER (1995b), HANNEN- 
HALLI and PEVZNER (1995), and HANNENHALLI et al. 
(1995), was used  to  determine  the  minimum  number 
of  inversions  necessary to  rearrange  the  chromosomes 
in  such a manner as  to  generate  the observed relative 
positions  of  blocks  defined by the probes. The results 
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0. montana 0. virilis 0. novamexicane D. monfana 0. novamexicane 

Chromosome 7 (X) 
A 

Chromosome 7 (x)  
B 

FIGURE %-(A) Chromosome X homologies  between D. monlnnn (left), D. uirilis (center),  and D. nounm~xicann (right).  Each 
connecting  line  shows  the  positions  of  hvhridization  of  one D. uin'lis P1 clone. For comparative  purposes,  the X chromosome 
of D. montnnn and D. noonmmicnnn was divided in the  same  number of  divisions and suhdivisions as the D. uin'lic chromosome. 
(R) The  order  of  the  putative  conselved  blocks  in D. montnnn (left), D. uin'lis (center),  and D. nounmmimnn (right).  Arbitrarily, 
each  block of chromosome  (arrow) is oriented so that it5 point is toward  the  centromere  in  the  chromosome  of D. uin'li.5. The 
orientation of each  block  in D. nounmexicnnn and D. montnnn relative to  the  orientation of the  homologous  block in D. uin'lis is 
shown. The  numhers  at  the  ends  of  each  block  are  the  polytene  subdivisions  in D. uin'liswhere the  outermost  markers  hvhridize. 

of the analysis are shown in Figures 8B (Xchromosome) 
and 4B (chromosome 3). The representation of the 
chromosome is in terms of segments, or blocks, deline- 
ated by the  probes. Each such block is typically s u p  
ported by several markers. Relative to the  minimum 
number of inversions compatible with the  data,  our 
analysis yields the following results. On  chromosome 3, 
we can  define  one inversion between D. virilis and D. 
n,ovnmxicnna, two inversions  between D. virilis and D. 
montnnn, and  three inversions between D. novamxicnnn 
and D. montnnn. We have identified  three fixed inver- 
sions on  the X chromosome between D. virilis and D. 
novnmxicnnn. The  data also imply the fixation of at least 
11 X-linked inversions between D. virilis and D. montana 
and  at least 1 1  inversions between D. novamxicnnn and 
D. montnnn. 

observed in the  comparisons between D. virilis and D. 
novamexicann and behveen D. virilis and D. montnnn. In 
the case of  chromosome 3, it was also possible to deduce 
which breakpoints  define  each  inversion, by comparing 
the most  parsimonious  scenario yielded by the algo- 
rithm. 

Table 2 summarizes the  apparent rates of rearrange- 
ment in the  chromosomes  under investigation, as esti- 
mated  from  the  comparison of D. virilis with D. montnnn, 
D. virilis with D. novamexicnnn, and D. montnnn with D. 
novnmxicnnn. It is obvious  from the  presented  data  that 
X chromosome evolves from  three to five times faster 
than  chromosome 3. 

DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the regions containing  the inversion The  chromosome blocks evident in Figures 3B and 
breakpoint5 deduced from the  order of the markers 4B were analyzed by an  algorithm  that implement5 
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FIGURE 4.-(A) Chromosome 3 homologies between D. montana (left), D. vin‘lis (center),  and D. novamexicann (right). Each 

connecting  line shows the positions of hybridization of one D. vin’lis P1 clone. For comparative  purposes, chromosome 3 of D. 
montann and D. novnmexicana was divided in  the  same  number of divisions and subdivisions as the D. vin‘lis chromosome. (R) 
The  order of the putative conserved blocks in D. montann (left), D. vin’lis (center),  and D. novamexicana (right). Arbitrarily, each 
block of chromosome (arrow) is oriented so that i t s  point is toward the  centromere in the  chromosome of D. vin‘lzs. The 
orientation of each block in D. novamexicana and D. montana relative to  the  orientation of the  homologous block in D. vin’lis is 
shown. The  numbers  at  the  ends of each block are  the polytene subdivisions in D. virilis where the  outermost markers hybridize. 

“sorting by reversals” to find the  minimum number of 
inversions necessary to  account  for differences in  two 
arrangements (BAFNA and PEVZNER 1995a). This 
method has been used to resolve the evolution of chlo- 
roplast DNA in plants, the  Xchromosome in mammals, 
and  the  genome of herpes viruses (BAFNA and PEVZNER 
1995a,b; HANNENHALLI and PEVZNER 1995; HANNEN- 
HALL1 et al. 1995). The sorting by reversals is justified 
by the observation that, in Drosophila evolution, the 
majority of chromosome  rearrangements are inversions 
(reviewed  in HARTI. and LOZOVSKAYA 1994). As a conse- 
quence,  the  gene  content of the  chromosome  arms of 
Drosophila is generally conserved among  different spe- 
cies (LOUUS and KAFATOS 1986; SECARRA et al. 1995; 
SEGARRA et al. 1996), which enables  the study of the 
evolution of each chromosome as a separate lineage. 

There  are a number of interesting  features in the 
comparison of the blocks identified in chromosome 

X (Figure 3B) and chromosome 3 (Figure 4B). The 
delineation of each block is, in most cases, supported 
by several independent P1 markers. These observed 
blocks of uninterrupted  marker contiguity are used to 
calculate the  minimum  number of inversions required 
to permute  their  order. With regard to two blocks, there 
is minor ambiguity in the  orientation. Specifically, the 
distribution of probes  along  the X chromosome was 
insufficient to specify the orientation of one block  in 
D. novamexicana (block 9) and of another block in D. 
montana (block 3).  In these cases, we considered each 
of the two possible orientations separately and chose 
the  orientation  that minimized the total number of  in- 
versions. 

Relative  to the minimum number of inversions  com- 
patible with the data, our analysis  of the X chromosome 
yields the following  results. We  have identified three in- 
versions  between D. vinh and D. novamicana, which  is 
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228 Vieira et al. 

TABLE 1 

Locations of the  inversion  breakpoints 

Chromosome 1 Chromosome ? 
Drosophila  species  being  compared Drosophila  species  being  compared 

uirilis-novamexicana uirilis-montana uirilis-novamexicana uirilis-montana 

9c-1oc T-ID 35B-35C and 39E/F-H 32C-32E and 37F/38A-38B; 
1lB-1lC 2D-3A  35A-35B and 37C-37D 
13C-14A 4B - 4D 
14A-15C 4D-5B 
16D-17B 7A-7B 
18D-19B  8C-9B 

9 c -  1oc 
11B-11C 
13C-14A 
14A-15C 
16D-17B 
18D-19B 
19C-H 

T, telomere; H ,  heterochromatin. In  chromosome ?, it is possible  to  identify  both  breakpoints of each 
inversion. 

in agreement with the classical  findings of STONE et al. 
(1960). The data also  imply the fixation of at least 11 
inversions  between D. virilis and D. montana and  at least 
11 inversions  between D. novamxicana and D. montana. 
With as many breakpoints (interruptions in the contiguity 
of the markers) as are present in the X chromosome 
(Table l),  it is not possible  to spec@ exactly  which  pairs 
of breakpoints define each inversion  without  knowing the 
order in  which the inversions  were  fixed. The estimate of 
inversion number is a minimum because, in any inter- 
rupted region flanked by  two markers,  it is possible that 
more than one breakpoint is present. 

Comparison of D. virilis with D. montana, using in 
situ hybridization with  P1 clones, revealed considerably 
fewer breakpoints than would be expected from the 
number of  inversions  necessary to  permute  the  gene 
order. With 11 inversions, one would expect 22 
breakpoints, but  the  data in Table 1 indicate only 13 
interruptions. The same sort of discrepancy was found 
in the comparison of D. novamexicana with D. montana 
(data not shown). A similar tendency was also noted in 
comparisons of chromosome 2 homologues between D. 
virilis and D. montana (VIEIRA et al. 1997). Considering 
the large number of probes, yielding quite extensive 
coverage of most of the chromosomes, the discrepancy 
can only be reconciled if some regions defined by the 
markers as containing  “at least one” breakpoint actu- 
ally contain multiple breakpoints. (It is also  possible 
that transpositions played some role in the evolution of 
the  X  chromosome,  but this explanation seems much 
less  likely since transpositions would  also be expected 
to transfer markers to nonhomologous chromosomes.) 
A similar explanation is necessary to account for the 
observation that, in the comparison of D. uirilis with D. 
montana, six  of 12 conserved blocks are also indepen- 
dently defined in the comparison of D. novamexicana 

with D. virilis, but  that  the relative positions of these 
blocks are very different. The problem of multiple 
breakpoints in the same region is much less acute in 
the comparison of the  more closely related species D. 
virilis and D. novamexicana; in  this case, all  of the inver- 
sion breakpoints implied by the  computer algorithm 
were detected (Table 1). 

In terms of fixed inversions, our comparison of chro- 
mosome 3 among D. virilis, D. novamexicana, and D. 
montana yields  results  similar to those of STONE et al. 
(1960). We can define one inversion between D. virilis 
and D. novamexicana, two inversions  between D. virilis 
and D. montana, and three inversions  between D. nova- 
mexicana and D. montana. For this chromosome, it is 
also  possible to  deduce where in the chromosomal lin- 
eage each particular inversion appeared  and to identify 
the inversion breakpoints (Table 1). The inversion 
breakpoints noted by STONE et al. (1960) are compatible 
with the breakpoint regions defined by the P1 probes. 

In Table 2, in which the rates of chromosomal rear- 
rangements  are estimated, the divergence times used 
in the calculations are 3.8 million years  between D. vir- 
ilis and D. novamexicana and 9 million years  between D. 
virilis and D. montana as  well  as between D. montana 
and D. novamexicana. These times are  inferred from an 
analysis  of the alcohol  dehydrogenase genes in these spe- 
cies (NURMINSKY et al. 1996; D. NURMINSKY, personal 
communication). The difference between the rates for 
chromosomes X and 3 is significant (KRUSKAL-WALLIS 
test; P < 0.05). The comparisons support the conclu- 
sion that  the  Xchromosome is, on average, four times 
more  rearranged  than chromosome 3. From these data 
alone it is impossible to determine whether the Xchro- 
mosome is excessively rearranged or whether chromo- 
some 3 is  less rearranged  than  the  other chromosomes. 
Differential rates of chromosome evolution in D. subob- 
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TABLE 2 

Inferred  rates of rearrangements of chromosomes X and 3 

Drosophila  species  Apparent  rate of rearrangement 
being  compared  (inversion/million  years/chromosome) 

Chromosome 1 uirilis-montana 0.61 
nouamexicana-montana 0.61 
uirilis-nouamexicana 0.39 

Chromosome 3 uirilis-montana 0.11 
nouamexicana-montana 0.17 
uirilis-nouamexicana 0.13 

229 

scura and D. pseudoobscura have  also been suggested by 
SEGARRA et al. (1996).  Furthermore, FORD and AQUA- 
DRO (1996) propose  that  the  greater  number of fixed 
inversions in  the X chromosome, of  two semispecies of 
the D. athabasca complex relative to the autosomes, 
might  be the result of a selective  sweep or sweeps in 
the X chromosome. 

Our data, seem to fit into  the hypothesis, proposed by 
CHARLESWORTH et al. (1987),  that  the  X chromosome 
should evolve faster than autosomes. These authors pro- 
posed that  the fixation rate of underdominant chromo- 
somal rearrangements is greater  for sex linkage than for 
autosomes and indicate that, in the  genus Drosophila, 
there  are slightly more  X linked than autosomal fixed 
paracentric inversions.  However,  they found  no evidence 
for an Xeffect when looking at centric fusions or pericen- 
tric  inversions. CHARLESWORTH et al. (1987) also pointed 
out that various other factors may change  the expected 
pattern of evolution of the X chromosome relative to 
the autosomes. In fact, the good agreement does not 
extend to the evolution of chromosome 2. Recently, 
VIEIRA et al. (1997) have examined the evolution of this 
chromosome between D. montana and D. virilis and 
found  that  the estimated rate of evolution is only  slightly 
smaller than  that  reported  here  for  the  Xchromosome. 

Given the  present  data, it is unclear  whether  the large 
difference  in  the rate of evolution between chromo- 
somes 2 and 3 of D. virilis and D. montana is indicative 
of a very large stochastic variation in evolutionary rate 
from one autosome to the next or whether  chromo- 
some 2, because of  its unique evolutionary history (hav- 
ing  become  submetacentric  in D. montana), evolves 
anomalously fast  as compared with other autosomes. A 
study of the evolution of the  other autosomes will be 
necessary to resolve the issue unambiguously. 

DIMITRI  NURMINSKY  provided the divergence  time between D. uirilis 
and D. nouamxicana based on his unpublished Adh data. This work 
was supported in part by National  Institutes of Health grant H G  
01250. J.V. is supported by a grant  from Programa de Doutoramento 
Gulbenkian em Biologia e Medecina and FLAD and JNICT (PRAXIS 
XXI/BD/9786/96). 
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APPENDIX 

P1 clones  used  and  their in situ localizations 

Chromosome X 
Drosophila species 

P1 
clone uirilis nouamexicana montana 

~10-34  
~71-76 
v10-20 
v1431 
~20-66 
~10-54  
~20-36 
v1429 

v68-06 
v1491 
v20-20 
~12-16  
vl479 
v1433 

~20-55 

~20-93 
~29-64 
v1418 
~12-63  
v20-11 
v1420 
v33-95 
vll-65 
vll-50 
vll-80 
v1454 
~71-83 
vl468 
v21-18 
~12-94  
~12-53  
~20-53 
~ 2 6 7 9  
v1489 
vll-56 
~20-25 
~20-60 
~45-18 
Vl O-89 
v68-07 
v1428 
vll-43 
~71-68 
v1482 
~20-86 
~20-94 
Vl4-09 
~20-57 
~20-37 
~20-05 
v1423 
v1477 
vO1-33 

1D 
2D 
3A 
3D 
4A 
4B 
4D 
5B 
5 c  
5D 
6A/B 
6B 
6C 
6D 
7A 
7B 
7 c  
7D/8A 
8C 
9B 
9 c  
9 c  
1 oc 
1 OD 
11A 
11B 
11c 
12A 
1 2 c  
12c  
12D 
13B 
13C 
13C 
14A 
14A 
14A 
15C 
15C 
15D 
1 6A 
16C 
16D 
17B 
17B 
17D 
17D 
18B 
18B 
18C 
18D 
19B 
1 9 c  

1c 
2D 
3A 
3c 
3D 
4B 
4 c  
4D 
5B 
5c 
5D 
6A 
6A 
6B 
6B 
6C 
7A 
7A 
7B 
8B 
8B 
NA 
16C 
16C 
16C 
16B 
11A 
11c 
11D 
12B 
12D 
12D 
13A 
NA 
18B/C 
18B/C 
18B/C 
9A 
9 c  
9 c  
9D 
9D 
1 OB 
1 6A 
15D 
15A 
14C 
14B 
14B 
14A 
13C 
19c  
19D 

4 c  
3 c  
1D 
2B 
2 c  
3B 
5B 
9 c  
9 c  
9D 
9D 
1 OA 
1 OA 
1 oc 
1 OD 
7 c  
7c 
6D 
6C 
19B 
1 9A 
18D 
8A 
8A 
8B 
8C 
16C 
17B 
NA 
17D 
17D 
18A 
18B 
18B 
14D 
NA 
15A 
11A 
11A 
NA 
11B 
11B 
11B 
14C 
14C 
14B 
14.4 
13D 
13D 
13C 
11C 
18C 
18B + H 

Chromosome 3 
Drosophila species 

P1 
clone virilis nouamexicana montana 

~10-07  
~20-82 
v1452 
v1478 
~01-17 
~68-69 
vll-58 
v6a23 
6'1-60 
vO1-54 
~12-34  
~20-30 
~12-07  
~12-83  
~21-30 
~40-74 
~71-53  
v20-01 
~12-69  
v l 4 9 5  

v1413 
~71-26 

~10-59  
~21-35 
~20-5  1 
v1496 
~11-87  
v1422 
v12-80 
~21-41 
v20-17 
v1484 
vll-82 
~21-15 
~12-36  
v20-63 
vll-18 
~20-52 
~68-73 
~12-64  
~21-19 
~01-31 
vll-16 
v l425  
~01-94 
vll-06 
v1410 
v3627 
v20-13 

30A 
30B 
30D 
30E 
31A 
31E/F 
31F 
32A 
32C 
32E 
32F 
33A 
33c  
33c  
33D 
33E 
33F 
34A 
34B 
34c  
34D 
34E 
34F 
35A 
35B 
35c 
35D 
36B 
36B/C 
36E 
36E 
36E/F 
36F 
37B 
37B 
37c  
37D 
37E 
37F/38A 
38B 
38C 
38D/E 
38F 
39A 
39B 
39c  
39D 
39D 
39E/F 

30A + C 
30C 
30D 
30E 
31A 
31E 
32A 
32A 
32D 
32F/33A 
33A 
33c  
33c  
33c  
33D 
33E 
34B 
34B/C 
34B/C 
34c  
35A 
35A 
35A 
35c  
35D 
39A 
39A 
38E 
38B 
38A 
38A 
38A 
NA 
NA 
37F 
37D 
37D 
37D 
37c  
37B 
37A 
NA 
36F 
36E 
36C 
36C 
36B 
36B 
36A 

30A 
30B 
30D 
30E 
31A 
31E 
31F 
31F 
32C 
35F 
35F 
35D 
NA 
35c  
35B 
35A 
34E 
34A 
33F 
33F 
33D 
33D 
33c  
33B 
38F 
38D 
38A 
37c  
37A 
37A 
37A 
37A 
36E 
36A 
36A 
35F 
32F 
32F 
33A 
39A 
NA 
39A 
39A 
39B 
39c  
39c  
39D 
39D 
39E 

NA, not available; H, heterochromatin; C, chromocenter. 
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